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CHAPTER I 



THE WORLD OF THE SMALLEST ACTOR 

Introduction 

Throu&'iout history the art of pt1ppetry has managed to 

survive difficult times with more elasticity and vitality 

than has the legitimate stage. Puppetry, however, often is 

overshadowed and ignored whenever the legitimate stage 

flourishes. 

The small performers inhabit a worl d all their• orm, 

wherein the audiences are asked, just as in the human theatre, 

to suspend their disbelief. These small actors' origins are 

obscure although it is knmm that puppetry and human theatre 

traveled the same paths throughout the centuries or civiliza

tion. Puppet ry has on several oc_casions survived and even 

f'lourished when the legitimate stage encountered :periods of 

suppression. 

In all of Europe, whole families traditionally made up 

the performing troups of pt1ppeteers with the craftsmanship 

and :family repertoire being passed rrom generation to gene1-ia

tion. This tradition has been declining sharply for me_ny years 

now, and the 1..1pheaval of_ two Horld Wars plus the ever-risj_ng 

costs of living have contributed to making it dlfficult :fo1., a 

family or puppeteers to survive. As a result, amateur groups 

1 
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of puppeteers introduced the practice of having the figures 

{puppets) and scenery made by school-trained artists rathor 

than by the individual craftsmen working in the popular tradi

tion. In the ea1')ly pe.rt of the 20th century ". • .a generation 

of primarily amateur pupp0tee1�s begai--i giving perfo1�mances in 

which (mostly) original plays wero performed rather than 

i 1 f th 1 t, t n 1 vers ons of p ays rom e arge nee. ro • • • •  

Puppetry is a many-layered art. "More di verso than 

painting, sculpture, dance, song, or story, puppetry he.a some

thing of all of them. It is also a means of communication, 

an extension of hu.rnan expression." 2 All elements of theatre

and drama are part of the puppet theatre as well, including 

that element known as scenery. 

Many books have been written on puppetry, 
but in the main these may be divided into 
two classes: books dealing with the history 
of puppetry, and boolrn describing tho construc
tion and manip1.1latio11 of puppets. But little 
has beon ·written aboi,t the all-important subject 
of tho teclmique of production ln relation to tho 
puppet stage, a.Tld while some methods o� the livo 
stag0 are often applicablo, the technique dirfors 
completely. 3 

�ne scenery dosign for the puppet stage should bo based, 

primarily, upon tho needs of the story and the limitations 

1 Paul McPharlin, "Puppetry," Tho Encyclonodia. Americana 
(new York: Arnerice.na Co2·p., 1963), Vol. XXIII/p. 24. 

2Bil Balrd, Tho Art of the Puppet (N01-1 York: Macmille1.n 
Company, 1965), p. 7:3. 

3Milos Leo, Puppet Theatro, ·wj_th an introduction by Cyril 
Beaumont (Fair La1,m, N.J.: Essontial Books, 1958), p. 2. 
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£:H)·t by the size. of the stage and the types of puppets to be 

Puppet stages come in all shapes and sizes, 
frmn a mere shelf above a screen to an elabo
rate marionette theatre ·with two operating 
bridges and a capacity big enough for a. human 
actor to be included in the cast. It is hard 
to say what size is best, since this dfpends 
entirely on the kind of presentation. 

Thero are four basic types of puppets: tho shadow 

puppet, the hand puppet, the rod puppet, and the marionette. 

In addition to these, there are also several variations on 

each type in existence today. A Bunraku puppet of' Japan, 

named for tho puppetrnaster Vemura Bunrakuken (1737-1810), i s  

a rod-hand puppet approximately two-thirds life-sizo which 

requires three puppeteers to manipulate it. Puppets can 

"• • •  do with far less sconery than tho human actor, but ·what 

there is must be rig.h.t in design, color, and scale." 2 

The shadow puppet is a two-dimensional figure whose 

shadow is projected onto a transluscent screen from behind. 

The sconery for this play does not attempt to cmb1.,ace the 

whole stage but consists of selected pieces usod to indicate 

the location of the play. 3 The shadow scenery is placod to 

1nosmond HacNrunara, �12,.,uetry (Now York: Horizon Pross, 
1966), p. 136. 

2Mar jorie Ba.tchelde1-a, The Puppet T1.o.eatre Handbook (New 
YoPk: Harp or & Brothors Publishers, T947), p. 15L�. 

301i ve Blackh.am, Shadow Puppets (Now York: Harper & 
Brothers Publishers, 19t>0), p. -fo.--
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t·:id.ther side of the screen leaving tho center a1.,ea .free for 

-tho action of the play. 

nThe hand p1..1ppet, also knm•m as the glove or fist puppet, 

is a figure manipulated directly on the hand or hands from 

1.m.derneath." 1 This three-dimensional figure requires a stage

·without a floor. The entrances and exits are made from either

side of, or from below, the stage area. The scenery for this

type of puppet stage is varied and can consist of any one, or

any combination of the following typos of scenery: drop sots,

solid (plastic} sets, and projected sets. With a few simple

materials the set designer can achieve effective scenery for

this type of stage.

The.rod puppet, either two- or three-dimensional, is a 

f'igure manipulated by rods. Rod puppets are manipulated from 

below. There are, howevor, variations of the i--od puppet which 

are manipulated from above, or on the sruno plane as the puppet 

but from behind. Topo Gigio, the small puppet star of televi

sion's "Ed Sullivan Show", is a 1.,od puppet of the latter varioty. 

The scenery f'or a rod puppet theatre can be as simple or as 

elaborate as is deemed necessary by the desi5ner or demanded 

by the play sc1.,ipt. The same sconic construction tcclmiques 

can be applied to both the rod puppet and the hand puppet st ago. 

The marionette is a. three-dimensional jointed figure 

manipulated f'rom above by means of wiros or strings. The 

1Miles Loe, p. 12.
----------------
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mc1.1'3ionette' s complex construction enables the puppeteer to 

m:tm.ic hu1nan actions more closely than with the other types 

of puppets. 

String ptlppets demand a stage closely akin to 
the traditional 18th century stage---with side 
entrances and a prosceninum arch • • • •  the 
scenery ca.."'1.L,ot escape from Victorian or ballet 
li1ni ta tions. 1 

The scenery ror the marionette stage must be attached to the 

floor thus leaving the area above completely free of anything 

which might hinder or block the manipulation of the marionette 

strings. 

Adequate illumination for the puppet stage is equally, 

if not more important than adequate illumination for the 

large stage. Puppet actors, because of their small size, are 

more likely to be lost under inadequate illumination than are 

human actors. Harjorie Batchelder's The �pet Theatre Hand

� advocates that "it is most important in lighting to bring 

out the ple.stic (three-dimensional) quality of the puppets."2 

An investigation of stage lighting techniques should 

include an exploration of projected sc�nery, but only with 

" • • • the clear understanding that it is not 'lighting' in 

the narrow sense but a design concept embracing lighting.n3 

1MacNa1nara, p. 11!.1. 

2Batchelder, p. 174.

3willa1->d F. Bellman, Lighting the Stage: Art and Practice 
(San Francisco, Calif.: Chandler Publishing Co., 195'8J, p. Joi-:-
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The artist1c problems and possibilities of 
backgrot1nd projection are little known and 
have been only sliglltly developed in the 
legitimate theatre.1 

Projected scenery, also referred to as projected scenic 

effects, is often the orphan in theatre tec�J1ology. It is a 

hybrid technique drawing from such categories as scenic _design, 

lighting design, photography, and special optical effects� 

Projected scenery does not appear to fall into any one of these 

categories and should, therefore, be placed in a category of 

Purpose of the Study 

Altnough educational and professional puppeteers presently 

employ many varied techniques of scenery design and execution 

for their puppet stages, there is little ini'ormation available 

concerning the use of projected scenery for the puppet stage. 

I have made an examination of these projected scenery techniques 

for the purpose of answering the following questions: (1) Which. 

of the variod projected scenery techniques in� in other 

areas can be applied to E._tp_p3?t productj_on? (2) What prob,_;Lems 

are encountered in 1ighti��_rrithE1�0_.iectod scenerz, and how _22.� 

these probleras be solved? (3) \•lh.�ch !_,ypos of projj.)ctions e.ro 

most gpplicable for use wit� a p�pot stsSo? (h) vlhich P-rO.).QC

�j.on �.nd lighting_ instruments ce.n be_ utilized !IlOst_ offectiye_L--y: 

1Bellman, p. 301. 
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.?.:!�, 12r•oj ecting_ scenery for a small area?, and, (5) How � the

teehnioues of projected scenery be combined with other scenic 

methods in deslgning_ for a �ecific � pla;[? 

The emphasis of this study is on projected scenery and 

lighting techniques as applied to the puppet stage and on the 

possible value of these techniques in designing scenery for a 

specific puppet play. 

Linli tations 

Certain limitations were established with respect to 

this study. The stage used for this study is a tour-sized 

hand puppet sta.ge currently being operated by the Department 

of Speech· at the Texas Woman's University, Denton, Texas. The 

front wall of the stage is 8 1 x 9' , with two removable wings, 

each 4' x 9'. The proscenintun opening is 76" x 36 rr. The 

scenery for this specific stage is designed and constructed to 

be mounted in two scenery slot stages, one located across the 

front and the other across the back of the stage (see FIGURE 1 )� 

Facilities for the use of drop scenery and projected scenery 

hav-e been added to the basic stage design. 

The puppets using a stage of this size are the hand 

puppets and the rod puppets both operated from below. Both 

types of puppets are approx:i.mately 15 n to 20" in height. These 

student-made puppets often lack the mobility desirable for 

smooth manipulation during performance. 
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'I'he other limitations on this study inclt1de tho finan

c:l.al and testing limitations. The .financial limitations have 

b<:ien both departmental and personal. The Texas Woman's 

Un:i.11ersi ty "Puppet Tours n group has only recently been organized 

and it has been necessary to operate on a. limited budget. 

Personal finances, supported by a Graduate Assistantship, have 

not made it possible to test instruments or sourcos out-

side of the ones available through the Department of Speech 

a.nd its personnel. The performance schedule of the "Puppet 

Tot1rs" he.s also proven to be a limitation in that it has not 

afforded sufficient opportunities f:or testing the instruments 

for this study under performance conditions. 

study. 

Definitions 

The £ollowing definitions have boen established for this 

Backstag_�: The area behind the prosconi:num and the
main curtain. This term can also bo t1sod to 
def'ine ai-iy instru:rnent, scenic piece, property, 
etc. used in this area. 

Back L:i.e-�hting: A method of illuminating the stage, or 
a screen, from the rear. 

Dim: Tho process of varying the intensity of a light. 

Dimmer: An olectronic device used to dim a light by 
controlling the flow of electric current. 

Direct Beam: A term used to defino a process of lighting 
whicn°do0s not mnploy lens 01

') a system of mirrors 
to control the direction of the light boa.ins. Tho 
Direct Beruu Projector is similiar to tho Linnebach 
Projector. 
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Front Li&htin�� On the p�ppct stage, a process of 
lighting the stage area with instruments placed 
in front of the prosceinintun opening. 

Lamp: The actual light source (o.n incadescent light 
bulb) usod in any lighting instrument. 

Li@ting Instrurnont: This tenn is used to indicate the -
housing for the lamp. 

Mask: The process of concealing from the audience sny 
scenic pieces or portion of the backstage area 
or equipment with scenery or drapes. 

Stage Lert/Stago Right: All stage directions are from 
the actorfs point of view when he is .facing the 
audience. 

S£ike: T'n.e process of marking the working position of 
scenery or properties. 

Spill, or Spill ¼,ght� _A tern.used to refer to any
unwanted light, either direct or reflected, on 
the stage, sconery or projection screen. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The study of puppetry and the technical aspects of 

puppet play production has been approached f'rom various angles 

in the forty year period between 1930 and 1970. No previous 

investigation which was discovered and reviewed duplicated 

the present stu.dy. The previot1.s works fa.11 into three main 

categories of investigation: (1) puppet history, (2) puppet 

drama, and {3) tectLDioal information perta ining to the construc

tion and manipulation of the various types of puppets. 

RaYD?-ond R. Jones' thesis is a handbook of marionette 

construction and production techniques suitable for the lay

man puppeteer .1 Jones' work dif'fers from the p1.,esent investi

gation in the type of puppet being discussed and in the 

emphasis placed he1.,e upon the use of projected scenery for the 

puppet stage. The bibliography included by Mr. Jone s covers 

the period from approximately 1852 to 1931 and glves an over

view of earlier literature to be found concerning puppetry. 

In 194-7 Narjorie Batchelder pt1blished a handbook for the 

puppet theatre which brings together the technical knowledge 

of many practicione1.,s and theorists on the puppet theatre.2 

1ne.ymond R. Jones, "A Ha.nu.al of Puppetry" (u:npuhlishod 
Mast.er's thesis, Department of Speech, State University of 
Ioua, 1931 ) • 

2NB.rjorio Batchelder, The Puppet The.atre Handbook (Hew
Yor·k: Harper & Row, Publishe11s, 19Lf0. 

10 
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'ItHJ chapters cover the methods o:f construction for all types 

of puppets, as well as for costumes, stages and scenery, 

lighting, properties and special effects. The present sttldy 

is related to The Pl1p_Eet Theatre Handbook through the simi

liarity of subject matter and subject area. The.study has 

been influenced by the concise manner in which the technical 

aspects of pu.ppet theatre production are he.ndled by Miss 

Batchelder and has drm,m upon the Handbook for information, 

inspj_ration, and ox}gan1.zationnl outline. The present study 

differs f'ro::n the book, howeveJ:,, ln the emphasis placed upon 

the use of projected scenery. The principlos of puppet stage

craft are reaf'.f'irmed and, in the case of the projected scenery, 

expanded upon in this thesis. 

In 19L�7 Lois T. HcAfee produced "Harionettes in the 

Creative Art Program."1 Her study was designed to develop 

some philosophies of creatlve art through the experiences of 

presenting a play ·with puppets or marionettes. It is primarily 

classrocm oriented research, and neither the style nor the 

content is directly applicable to the ct1.rrent study. 

In a 1951 article for fuyors :Maga.z:i.no, puppeteer Jero 

Nagon wrote about the application of p1., ojoctlons as scenery 

for the puppet play, Aladdin B.nd Ri.s Wonderful �.2 He

1Lols Tabor NcAfee, "Harionettes in the Creative Art 
Program" (unpublished Nast er' s thesis, Department of Ar•t, 
Texas State College for \-Jomcn, now known as the Texas Homan' s 
University, 19l.�7). 

2Jcro 11e.gon, "Projected Scenc1.,y", Pl�-yers Hagazino (No-t·r 
York: Playep' s Nagazine, Inc. , 1960), p. 16!�. 

--------------------
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su.gge:�1ts the use o:f projected scenery to solve the problem of 

mak1:ng the instantaneous scene changes which the script re-

qtl:t1�,E1s" The present study has dravm upon the si1ggestiox1s 

offe:Ped by Mr. Magon conceJ'ning the use of the Linneba.ch 

hmtern and the slide projectors. 

Thomas Wj.lfred introduces his book, Projected Scener:[_, 

with the following statement on the subject: 

Projected Scenery is a basic new method of 
Stage Direction. Instead of painted and lighted 
backdrops that must be changed for each new 
setting ., a permanent white screen or cyclorruna 
is substittlted and the dif'rerent ·settings are 
projected onto this screen by means1of powerful
scenic projectors of various types. 

The present study differs from this book in that the powerful 

instriunents and larger projection areas needed for the larger 

stage were unnecessary and,therofore, adaptations were made 

in order to fit the needs of the hand puppet stage. 

In 195L�$ Wilfred had outlined the advantages end disad

vantages of the direct beam projector used on the la1·ge stage.2 

In the present study similar problens were confi·onted uh.en the 

direct beam projector was adapted to the puppet stage. 

contains a comprehensive disc1.rnsion of light p1·oj0ctions and 

1Thomas Wilfred, PPo,iected Scene1·y (l1e1-1 York: The Dre.r.1a 
c -

. ---�\-
Book Shop, Inc. , 1 96;, ) , p. 1 • 

2Thomas Hilfred, ":fhe P1')0.jectcd Setting, "Educational 
Thee..tre Journal (Washington, D. C.: Amer·ican EducatTonaT
�f!hoatre Association, 195L).), Vol. VI. 

Cha.pter~ X of Wayne Bouman' s Hodern The3.tre Lj_pJ.1.tinn; ------ - -: _ ,.,__ 
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special effects as applied to use on the large stage.1 Bow

r1123.:n Is book discusses projection surfaces, projection lines, 

lmage distortion, and characteristics of the projected scene. 

He also re.fers to the three major types of projection instru

ments -- the Linnebach, lens projectors, and the direct beam 

projector. The present study is similar to Bm·mian' s chapter 

since it investigates the areas of projections. It differs 

in that the instruments and techniques are applied to the 

puppet stage. 

The 1958 publication of Willard F. Belhnan's Lighting

the Stage contains a comprehensive discussion of projected 

scen0ry methods and instrurnentation.2 Bellman covers projected

scenery for theatre, television, and motion pictures. Tne 

present study applies some of the se_me techniques and some of 

the Sfu-ne instruments as used with a hand pti_ppet stage. 

Although many books, articles, and theses have been 

written about either pu.ppet17 or projected scenery, very little 

of this literature has concerned itself with d.1:1awing the two 

areas together. Investigation in the area of projected scenery 

as applied to the pu.ppet theatre is an irnporte,nt facet or this 

study.· 

1 Wayne Bm'.i"TTlan, Modern Tneatre Lighting (Now Yo1,,k: Harper
& Brothers, Publishers, 1 9':>7), p. 12�( - 140. 

2Willard F. Bell!nan, Lir(hting the Sts.ge: Art and Pract:tce 
(San F1,,ancisco, California: CJ:1andle1,.. Publisliing Co., 195-BT,
p. 301 - 324.



CHAPI.1ER III 



PROCEDURES 

One of the basic problems encountered by the puppet 

stage scene designer is that of creating the illusion of 

depth in a three .foot-deep playing area. This study has 

explored the possibilities of solving this problem through 

the use of projected images on the rear wall of the stage, in 

lieu of, as well as in addition to using painted drops or 

three-dimensional (plastic) scenery. 

It was this writer's intention to deter-mine the methods 

of projection (front or back) and the types of projection 

instruments and corresponding slides which are most adaptable 

for use with the hand puppet stage. The following list of 

instr1unents and types of projections were analyzed using these 

criteria: (1) adaptability, (2) practicality, (3) portability,

and (l�) economic .feasibility. 

A. Methods of projection analyzed.
1. front projection
2. rear (back) projection

B. Types of projections analyzed.
1. shadow projections
2. photogra.phic pr•o j ections
3. painted projections

C. Projection instruments analyzed.
1. Sta.nda1.,d 35 mm. slide projectors
2. Opaque/slide projector
3. Overhead p11ojector
L�. Scoop liv"1.ting instru.rnont
5. Fresnel lighting instrument
6. Ellipsoidal lighting instrtunent
7. Dir·ect besr11 projector ( specie.lly built)
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In all projected scenery the projection screen is 

located at the rear of the stage. 'Fnis screen's exact loca

tion depends upon the·method of projection being utilized. 

In a front projection, the screen must be located further 

from the proscenium in order for the actors to have the same 

acting space available as when projecting from the rear. On

the larger stage, this adjustment may require three or four 

feet of additional stage depth (see FIGURE 10). With the 

puppet stage, however, the location of the screen is a matter 

of inches, rather than feet (see FIGURE 11 ). 

The puppet stage used by the T.w.u. Puppeteers was 

built for the purpose of touring and therefore is portable. 

The front and back sections are composed of two 4' x 9' panels 

hinged to fold face-to-face. Tne front section has a stage 

prosceninum, 76" x 36", and the upstage section has a similar 

sized opening for hanging painted drops or the drop cyclorama 

(see FIGURE 2). A slot board stage fits onto the bottom edge 

of each opening and also serves to support three-dimensional 

slot scenery pieces (see FIGURE 3). The side sections are 

36 n x 38" and are e quipped with shelf bra.ck et hangers to supp 01-)t

the siqe light battens (see FIGURE 4).

A 3 1 x 8 1 section, covered on the underside with black 

fireproof material, serves as the ceiling for the puppet stage, 

masking the area above 8.J."'ld behind the stage. 'I1hese are also 

attached by an arrangement of loose pin hinses (see FIGURE h).

A !� 1 x 9 1 panel is attached with loose pin hinges to 
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each side of the front section (see FIGURE 5). These two 

wings provide masking for the puppeteers and additional 

support for the stage frame itself. The front light batten 

is positioned upon, and supported by these two wine sections 

{see FIGURE 1 ). 

The rear projection screen is mounted on two A-frame 

supports which are bolted to the upper sides of the back 

stage section (see FIGURE 6). 

The lighting system for the puppet stage consists of 

twelve cone instruments, each using 50 watt PAR lamps, on the 

front batten and four instruments, also using 50 watt PAR's, 

on each of the two side battens (see FIGURE 7). The twelve 

instruments on the front batten are wired into three circuits 

of four instruments each so that ·warm and cool color media may 

be used on two of the circuits, leaving the third circuit free 

to be used as white lig.ht. The eight instruments on the side 

battens· are wired into t·wo circuits of four instruments each 

( see FIGURE 7). 

The rear lighting for the p1·ojection screen is furnlshed 

either by a scoop instrument, a 500 watt flood equipped Hith 

a color media f'rrone, or by the projection instrument being 

ut:i.lized for the puppet play under production ( see FIGURE 8). 

The selectlon of the scoop or projection instru.rnent depends 

primarily upon the requirements of the play script and the 

scene designs developed f'or that particular script. 

In Punch a� Judy, for example, a specific setting is 
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not necessary to the action of the play. The T.W.U. Puppeteers 

have presented the action with the rear screen, or cyclorrona, 

lighted by a scoop with a blue color gelatin. A Husband For 

!. Rat, however, is a three-act puppet play which requires 

-three separate settings, two of which have been designed for

rear projected scenery (see APPENDIX C).· 

Control of the lights is achieved by a portable dimmer 

board with a maximu.rn capacity of 3600 watts (30 amps) (see 

FIGURE 9). The board was constructed with two banks of three 

dimmers each, each banl{ controlling a. maximum 1800 watts. 

For safety and efficiency, it has been stipulated that each 

dimmer bank circuit be connected to separate 120 volt circuits, 

fused at 20 a-rnps., when at home or on tour. 

There are three 600 watt dimmers on each bank of the 

portable dimmer board, and the lights of the puppet stage are 

plugged in the following manner. 

Front Li�t Batten 
Circuit # 1 Dim..111er .J.L 

17T 

Circuit ..!-L 2 Dimmer JL 2 1T 

Circuit J1 
3 Dimmer # 3TT 

Side L:t.ght Battens 
Stage Left Circuit# 4 --
Stage Right Circuit ://: L.- - -
·Stage Left 05.rcui t II 5 - --
Stage Right Circuit# 5 --

D• JL I immer rr q. 
Dimmer# 4
Dimmer fl 5 
Dirn.mer f/: 5

Back LiF;i"lt or Projection Instrument 
DinJ.mGrffoj_s reserved for the baci: lig.rit or projection 
unit required by the play under production, providing 
the wattage of the instrument does not exceed 600 watts. 
If it does, this instrument must be connected directly 
to a separat0 circuit. 

� 

-------------
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. A master 20 amp. breaker switch has been built into each 

bank circuit in order to provide additional current control 

and greater saf'ety during operation. 

Projection Methods 

There a.re two basic methods of image projection, front 

and rear projection, currently in use for stage, television, 

and motion picture production. Both the front projection and 

the rear projection methods for the large stage have been 

discussed in depth by Thomas A. Wilfred in his book, Projected 

Scener�i.• Mr. Wilfred states that: 

Projected Scenery is not a universal substitute 
for painted and built (three-dimensional) scenery; 
• • • Rather it is a new tool in the hands of the
designer •• • •  Projected Scenery can give a grfater
illusion of size and depth in a setting • • • •  

Front projection for the large stage utilizes the space 

over the acting area. In most theatres the projectors are 

located on, or above the front light batten and focused onto 

an opaque screen behind the actors. The bea� of projection 

from batten level to the bottom of the screen is, necessarily, 

set at a fairly steep angle in order to keep the actors from 

crossi_ng through the projection bee.rn and thus castlng their

shadows on tho scr1cen ( see FIGURE 10). 

Rear projection utilizes space behind a translucent 

screen and does not r0st1--iict _the depth of the acting space

as much as does front projection. It requires space behind 

1 Thor:1as A. Wilfred, Pro,iccted Scene1--i:y: (New York: The 
Drama Book Shop, Inc. , 1965) ,-�p:--1.
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tho screen for the location of the projector. 

The hand puppet stage has an acting area of only 3' x 6 1

with a space between the proscenium opening and the ceiling 

of less than six inches (see FIGURE 2). Projection from the 

front of the puppet stage, therefore, was deemed to be imprac

tical, if not impossible, as a method of operation. 

Using the method of rear projection with the projector 

placed behind the projection screen at the rear or the puppet 

stage, there is no problem of the puppet actors crossing the 

p11ojection beam and either throwing shadows or having light 

pat terns projected on them (see FIGURE 11 ) • With the pro j ec-

ti on from the rear, the stage area is left free for the puppets 

and their actions while the projected images create the settings 

for those actions. 

The positioning of the rear projection screen behind the 

backstage opening adds two feet (2') of additional playing 

space to the depth of the puppet stage by allowing actions to 

take place between the backstage opening and the screen. Pro

jections upon this screen produce an illusion of depth far 

greater than can be achieved by two-dimensional painted drops 

(see FIGURE 11 ). 

A L�' x 7 1 screen was built to be hung from two A-frames 

attached to the top back sides of the backstage section. The 

problem then was to discover which projectors and/or lighting 

instrtnnents might best be adapted for use with the tour-sized 

puppet stage (see FIGURE 6). 
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The Slide Projectors 

The first projection instrtunent to be evaluated for use 

as a rear projection unit for the puppet stage was a 500 watt 

35 nnn. slide projector. This projector has a five-inch lens 

system and utilizes a standard-sized, 35 mm. photographic 

slide. The five-inch lens, which is designed for focus at 

longer distances, requires that the projector be positioned 

21�• behind the projection screen. The projector also requires 

an elevation of 5' from the floor in order to focus the image 

without distortion. These adjustments of height and distance 

are the minimum necessary in order to have the image fill the 

major portion of the screen. The result of this positioning 

also causes a significant loss of light intensity. This pro

jector was eliminated as a practical instrument for touring 

because (1) the necessary distance of the throw created a 

significant loss of intensity, (2) the smaller area of fall 

resu,lting from the rive-inch lens system made it impossible 

to cover the area of the screen, and (3) the resultant low 

intensity or illumination was insu.fficient in overcoming the 

spill from the front and side lig_1-its. 

i1he same problems wer·e encountered in using the second 

slide projector, a 500 watt Kodak Carrousel model. Since this 

instru.ii1ent is equipped with a rour-inch lens system it requires 

the projecto1· to be located 1 q.' behind the screen ·whj_ch is a 

distinct advantage over the five-inch lens. 
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This projector is also unable to provide the illumination 

and area of fall necessa.ry to overcome the problems indigenous 

-to the first projector. A slide projector, of either type,

equipped with a 750 to 1000 watt projection lamp and a two

inch lens system might be expected to overcome the problems

encountered by the lower wattage instruments and their longer

lens systffins. A projector with these specifications, however,

was unavailable for this study.

This type projector should also provide the puppet 

theatre scene designer with an opportunity to work with photo

graphic slides. The designer might then be able to bring 

photographic realism into his designs for the puppet stage. 

Traditionally, puppet plays have not required the realism 

that might be offered by photographic slides. The fairy-tale 

settings required by the a.vera.ge puppet play script might be 

one reason for the frequent use of suggested realism and 

fantasy as the styles of design utilized for the puppet stage. 

Martin Stevens summarizes the purpose of the 
stage setting (for the puppet theatre) when he 
says: 'Scenery should establish the mood and 
locale of the scene and then get out or the 
way. • • • Scenery (is). •1 • a.n aid to the
presentation of an idea.' 

A 500 ·watt Opaqu,e/slide project01 ... , t1tiliz.ing either 

3½H x l.�\�" lantern slides or opaq1..1e projections, was tested 

for use with the puppet stage. Used as a slide projector, 

1 Ha1., j orie Batchelder, The Puppet Thes.tre Handbook (Hew 
York: Harper & Brothers Publishe1,s ;191�7), p. 15L�.
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th.J,s instrument has a built-in ten-inch lens system and is 

ono of the earlier model instruments of its type, being 

approximately 30 years old. The findings of this study, 

ther·efore, are not to be mistaken as an evaluation of the 

current opaque/slide projectors or of their possibilities 

as rear screen projection instrun1ents for the puppet stage. 

The unit's illumination capacity is much weaker than 

either of the two previously exerained instruments and requires 

25 1 beh:i.nd the projection screen to cover only partially 

the screen area. The instrument's inability to provide ade

quate illumination to cover the screen area or to .focus the 

image plus the bulk and weight of the instrument itself' 

combine to eliminate the Opaque/slide projector as a practical 

instrument for a touring puppet stage. 

The slj_des required are eithe1., hand-painted lantern 

slides or photographic slides developed for use with this parti

cular projector. 

The Overhead Projector 

The overhead projector (model 121 AGL from the 3M Company) 

commonly used for eclucEt.tional puriposes, proved ver7 effective 

as a rear screen projector for the pu,ppet stage (see FIGURE 12). 

This instr·ument has a 1000 watt projection lamp and utilizes 

a mirror-lens system, instead of the converging lens system 

of the 35mm. slide projectors. In order to fill the 4 1 x 7r 
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screen, the instrument was placed on a 30" elevation 10 i'eet 

behind the screen. The mirror-lens system of the p1-iojector 

added another 2L� 1f in height, and the i.mage, therefore, was 

projected onto the screen from a height of approximately 54n . 

\�hen the image ·was projected from 54" onto the screen, the 

bottom edge of the screen was 64" .from the .floor. This resulted 

i.n a slightly distorted, trapezoidal-shaped image. This dis

tortion was so insignificant, however, that compensation was 

not required in painting or preparing the slides. 

As a result of the above experiment it was determined 

that it is possible to achieve a clear image on the screen and 

to overcome the spill from the front lights. The 41.z" x 1 o n

hand-painted slide was mounted in e. 1 0" x 12 11 mat fra.-rne. The 

slide frame itself acted as masking to eliminate the projec-

tion of unwanted light onto the screen. By marking the posi

tion of each slide as it should be placed on the projection 

table it was a simple matter to affect quick accurate scene 

chnnges during production. Marking the individual slide 

positions in thj_s manner acted in much the sa.me way as adjusting. 

the frame position on a motion picture projector during the 

course of a film presentation. 

An objection to using th:i.s specific over·head projector 

:for tou1·ing pu1·poses is that it is not equipped ·with a carrying 

case. As a result,transportation of the instrument might 

easily result in the misalignrnent of the mirror-lens system 

or damage to the projection table. 



For a permanent puppet theatre operation, with adequate 

bacJ;:stage space, the overhead projector seems to be an effec

tivti tool in the hands of the puppet theatre scene designer. 

It�J slides and operatj_on are simple and the resul ts
J 

effective 

encnJgh to delight the scene designer, the puppet play director, 

and the �udience. 

Stage Lighting Instruments 

The scoop light, often refe1,red to as a "f'lood n, does 

not have a lens system or any provision for controlling the 

area of fall. There is no provision made for the attac�.ment 

or use of painted or photographic slides (see FIGURE 13). Of 

the three standard scoop instruments available on the market, 

the selected instrument was designed to utilize lamps varying 

from 300 to 500 watts. Two other types of scoops are available 

and are designed to use 250 to L�OO watt lamps and 750 to 1000 

watt lamps respectively. The larger wattage instru.ment is 

usually used in television and motion picture studios. The 

color frrunes and holders must be purchased separately. 

Since the 300 to 500 watt scoop proved adequate for use 

with the puppet stage, it seems unnecessar7 to discuss the 

other sizes of inst11uments further. 

The scoop inst1-iu�nent lends itself weJ.l to shadow projec

tion. The shadow slides, however, must be a1most as large as 

the screen itself in order to be effectiv.e. This creates a .  

problem in tou1.,ing ·with a puppet theatre where the least and 
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lightest equipment to be transported is the prerequisite. The 

scoop was positioned on a 6' high T-bar stand only 6 1 behind 

the rear projection screen. The instrument was controlled by 

a 600 watt dimmer on the portable di..rn.m.er board. 

'I'he scoop has been used by the T. W. U. Puppeteers as a 

shs.dow projector i'or one of thelr earliest puppet play produc

tions. The rear projection screen had not yet been built when 

the play, A Jap_an�se Legend, was produced at the 1969 State 

Fair of Tex�s, and the scoop instrument served only to back 

lj_ght the puppet stage's drop cyclorarna. A¼" plywood cutout 

was made to attach to the rear side of the backstage opening, 

behind the drop eye. The cutout served to give the illusion 

of a smaller proscenium opening which was necessary for this 

play because of the size of the rod puppets being used. The 

cutout was des:i.gned to give the feeling of a Japanese pagoda 

roof and, with a green gelatin in the color frame of the scoop, 

provided a delicate and effective setting (see FIGURE 13). 

A 500 watt spotlight (a Century instrument model# 520)

ls also evaluated in this study. This spotlig_h.t, equipped 

with a 6 H Fresnel lens, was placed on a 5 1 6" high T-bar stand 

8' behind the projection screen. This throw was adequate to . 

cover the screen area with an even distribution or light. 

Additional intensity loss was ca.used, however, by the necessity 

of framing in the bea..vn with a barndoor attachment so that the 

shape of the fa.11 ·would corr�espond to the rectangular sha.pe 

of the rear projection scroon and thus eliminate the spill 
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arou:c1d the screen its elf (see FIGURE 14). 

As the Fresnel lens is specifically designed to provide 

a soft-edged beron with an evenly distributed fall, it does not 

lend itself well for use as a projection lens for painted or 

photographic slides. Once again, as with the scoop instrument, 

the slide would need to be almost as large as the screen. 

An instrument of this type is adequate for the purpose 

of back lighting and coloring the cyclorama of.the puppet stage 

but is not designed to be used for projections. 

An ellipsoidal spotlight was also evaluated in this study 

for the purpose of comparing the plano-convex lens with the 

Fresnel lens. The instrument uses a 750 watt T-shaped lamp 

and a 6" plane-convex lens complement. It has a built-in 

shutter system which enables it to achieve an area of fall 

. the same size a.nd shape as the rear projection screen. It is 

necessary to position the instrument on a 5'6" high T-bar 

stand 13½ foet behind the screen in order to fill the entire 

screen area ( see FIGURE 1L�). 

The use of the ellipsoidal spotlight, however, presented 

the same proble:ms as those encountered with the scoop a..-r1d the 

Fresnel spotlight and, therefore, was elimina.ted as an adequate 

projection instrument for the puppet stage. The plano-con�,ex 

lens system is capable of a more evenly distributed area of 

f'all than is the Fresnel instrument. This, however, is its 

only apparent advantage over the shorter throw instrur1ent and 

indicateo that the pla.no-cons:rex spotlight might be an excellent 
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shadm,.J projection instrument, provided there is adequate back

stage space available. 

The Direct Beam Projector 

As the study progressed and various instruments had been 

evaluated for use with the puppet stage, it became apparent 

that an instrument needed to be found, or built, which would 

more adequately fit the established criteria. The investigator 

decided to build a small scale lens-less, direct beam projector 

for use with the l�' x 7' rear projection screen. A throw of 

4,9n was found adequate to cover the screen area from a 

projecto1., with the inside dimensions of 8" x 14n x 15" (see 

FIGURES 15 & 16). 

T'.ae projector is built with½" plywood and lined with 

1/8" sheet asbestos. The la.mp and base a.re positioned in the 

exact center of the box 12 n from the front opening. A 400 

watt globe-shaped lamp in a medium screw base is mounted on 

a 4" x 5" x 1 n block, covered with asbestos. The base is 

wired with# 12 asbestos cable. A two-inch spherical reflector 

is mounted between the base block 8nd the rear wall of the 

projector to utilize more of the light bewns. The inside of 

th� projector is sprayed with black fireproof paint in order 

to limit diffusion of lj_ght from the filament, and several 

small holes were drilled in the rear wall of the projector 

behind the reflector and lamp in order to provide for additional 

air ventilation. 
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A ,500 watt T-20 medium focus lamp and base were also 

te.sted for use ·with the same projector. The T-20 lamp was 

found to have a less desirable lig..½.t distribution than the 

L1..00 ·watt lamp and, therefore, ·was rejected .for use in the 

dir·ect beam projector, in favor of the 400 watt lamp. 

The back lighting instrument for the T.W.U. puppet stage 

is usually controlled by one of' the 600 watt dimmers on the 

control board. This provides an additional advantage for 

using the 400 watt lamp since it leaves an extra 200 watts 

for a dimming resistance buffer if additional lights are 

required on tour. 

This projector utilizes a hand-painted slide, 14½" x 

28 11
, set 32 ir from the lamp filament ( see FIGURE 15). 

It may be possible, through research into the area of 

photographic slide development, to extend the range of the 

slides used to include specially processed photographic slides. 

This, of course, would require special photographic developing 

equi.pment or contact with a competent photographic development 

firm which cot1ld process the size slides needed for this 

particl1lar instrument. Photographic slides of this sort are 

being designed for children's theatre productions by the noted 

scenic and lighting designer, James Hull Miller. 

The direct beam projector, developed for the puppet stage, 

gives promise of becoming an·erfective scene design tool and, 

with fur·ther impPovement s, could become a permanent part of 

the. puppet theatre equipment. 



CHAPTER IV 



CONCLUSIONS 

It was the purpose of this study to examine projected 

scen0:r,y techniques which might be applied to the puppet 

stB.ge and to a particular puppet play production. The study 

has attempted to answer .five principle questions: 

(1) itfrd.ch of the varied projected scenery technioues in

use J.n other areas can be applied to EEPPet Eroductions? 

The techniques of front projection were determined 

impractical for use with the hand puppet stage because of' the 

stage's sma.11 size and because of the necessity .for the acting

area to be clear of projection beBms (see FIGURE 11 ). �ne 

techniques of rear projection as used in theatre, television, 

and motion picture pr·oductions ·were proved to be applicable 

for use with the hand puppet stage (see FIGURE 11 ). 

The projector-to-mirror-to-screen (folding the light 

path) techniquo u.sed in television production uses a short 

thrm•i for the p1.,ojector. Further research is suggested into 

this method of projecting scenery for the puppet stage. 

(2) \·'11at Eroblern.s e,re_ encountered in }..i[?Pting with

projected scenery, and ho1•i can th�se problems be solved? 

The main problem encountered in lighting with projected 

scenery is that of ambient (spill) light. from the stage 

instruments st1')iking the projection screen. This spill light 

29 
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has two sources; (a) direct spill from the instruments 

lighting the actj_ng-area and (b) reflected lig..rit from the 

stage floor, scenery pieces, or the actors' costumes. 

On a shallow set, the a.ctors mu.st be li�11.ted 
even when they a.re quite close to the back
ground, and some of this light will strike 
the background washing out the projected 
image. • • • Only the most carefu.l ple.nning 
Emd cont1'lol over all lig..'lt on the stage will 1allow a projected effect to be • • •  acceptable. 

On the large stage the direct spill is eliminated by 

positioning the projection screen several feet upstage of the 

actue.l acting-area thus creating an area of shadow between 

screon and acting-area. Re.flected,light may be controlled by 

painting floor surfaces (those not seen by the audience) a 

flat bla.ck, by providing "light traps Tt (areas of roug..}i, de.rk 

textu,re) in the setting itself, and by dressing actors who 

must play neB.r the screen in dark costumes. 

The problem encountered in ligJ1ting for the puppet stage 

was that of controlling the dlrect spill from the f'ront and 

side 11.&"-lts. This problerfl has been partially solved by 

focusing the fall from these instruments directly on the puppet 

stage's acting-area ( see FIGURE 11 ) • The cone-sha.ped instru

ments used with the puppet stage have the problem of not being 

able to narrow their� fall in order to cut dm•m spill on the 

projection screen. A heavy-duty alurn.:i.num foil circle, with a 

small rectangle cut from the center, serves to partially 

1w. Oren Parker, and Harvey K. S>:nith, Scene Design and 
Stage Lir:nthHt (New York: Holt, RinehaPt, & Winston, Inc., 
19"6"3-r p ·.-"-·2-c:n---:..

:. 

298. 
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r1.lleviate the spill problem and acts also as a color media 

holder for the instruments. Further study of this spill 

problem and of' the development of a more durable color frame 

for the cone-shaped instruments is suggested. 

Reflected light is relatively non-existant because there 

is only a narrow, carpeted sta.ge at the front of the hand 

puppet stage, small set pieces, and small puppet actors to be 

costumed. Very little light is reflected f'rom the clothing 

of the puppeteers who are requested to wear dark clothing 

during production. 

(3) Which t�es of projections are most applicable for

use with the puppet stag� 

Three types of projections have been tested in connec

tion with this study. Depending upon the requlrernents of the 

puppet play script and the preference of the puppet stage scene 

designer, all three are applicable to the puppet stage. Tnese 

are: (a) shadow projections, (b) photographic projections, and 

(c) painted projections.

Shado·w projection is a process borrowed from the simple 

Javanese shP,dm•r play principle in ·which patte1.,ns e.nd silhouettes 

are p1�ojected from one light sou:c>ce.1 The shadow project.ion 

of the background setting for the T.W.U. puppet play produc

tion of A �T�J2anese Log_enc� was effective in setting locale and 

mood of the play. The slide (cutout) needed fo1., th:i.s produc

tion, however, was the size of the backstage opening and would 
---------�--------

1 Stanley McCandless, A Syllabu::, of Sts.gc Li'{,hti.nr�- (New 
Haven, Co.ri.n.: Printed by Cj_ty p:Pinti.ne, 1941), p • ._ 39. 
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see:m to be impractical for touring purposes. The scoop 

instrument seems to be the most practical to use in projec

t:tn.s shadow images .for the puppet stage. 

In the photographic projection technique, "ori.ginal 

mater�ial is selected or dravm, depending on the nature of 

the subject, and this material is copied photographically. "1

As ·with the other two types of projections, the photographic 

slide would seem to be easily adaptable as projected scenery 

:for the puppet stage. Invest:i.gation in the area of the slides 

themselves would necessarily depend upon the projector being 

utilized. A slide projector equipped with a 750 to 1000 watt 

projection lamp and a two-inch lens system might be expected 

to-provide the wide-fall short-throw necessary for a projector 

to overcome the disadvantage of limited space behind the pro

jection screen. 

The relatively high cost of special photographic slide 

processing and the time necessary for this processing and for 

shipping present two disadvantages to the use of photographic 

projections with the puppet stage. 

It is obvious that the designei-, wishing to 
work in the area of scenic projection should 
frunilarize himself with photography, particu-
18.rly the many techniques commonly used in
the darkroom to alter the original image. 2

Painted projection slides seem to hold several advantages 

over the shad01:1 and photographic slides whon conslde1,, ed ror 

1willard F. Bellman, Lighting the Stage: Art and ·Pria.ctice
(San Francisco, Cal.: Chandler Publishing Co., 19581, · p. 320-:----

2Bellman, p. 322. 
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US(.: 1tlith the puppet stage.· Puppet plays often require settings 

·which are either i'antastic or simplified realism. S1wh designs 

are quickly and easily produced on hand-painted sli.des and 

are effective as rear screen projections for the puppet stage. 

Two or the instruments investigated for this study-

the overhead projector and the direct beam projector -- can 

utilize painted projection slides. Both instruments, using 

the painted slides, were successful in producing effective 

settings for the puppet plays produced by the T.W.U. Puppet 

Tours group • 

The advantages of the painted projection slide techni

que are; (a) the ease and economy of processing the slides, 

(b) the la.ck of significant image distortion, and (c) the

simple operation of the projection instruments during produc

tions. The disadvantages of these slides are; (a) a lack of 

image definition and (b) the inability to achieve (through 

painting) the smoothness of color offered by a photographic 

slide. The painted projection technique is an effective and 

desirs.ble technique available fo1'l use as projected scenery 

for the puppet st�ge. 

The present study indicates a need for further investi

gation into the areas of shadow and photographic projections 

and lnto overcoming the disadvantages of ee.ch pointed out in 

this study. 

utilized most effectively in nrojectins scenery for a small 
-·--- -- , _  "': - --- -----·----�-- -- �- --- - --·-

area? 

----------

(1.~) 1,fuich ~<2_jection _an_d_ lie-Jl_t_ing_ _i_n_s_t_r_u_n_10_-n_. t_-_s c9._n be 
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The overhead projector, the scoop, and the direct beam 

projector were proved to be the most effective puppet stage 

projection instruments investigated by this study. Their 

effectiveness was measured by their ability to provide a clear 

sc:eeen-sized image at relatively short distances f'rom the rear.,

projection screen of the puppet stage (see TABLE 1 ). The small 

area, mentioned in the question, is the 4' x 7' rear projec

tion screen built specifically f'or the T.W.U. puppet stage. 

(5) H� � the techniaues of projected scenery be

combined with other scenic methods i� designine� scenery_ f'or 

a �pecific pu-P.12..�-� :e_lay? 

I selected Dr. Josh P. Roach's original puppet play, A 

Husband Fo£_ A Rat, f'or this stt1dy f'or two reasons. First, the 

play of'fers excellent possibilities f'or combining projected 

scenery with the other scenic methods used in designing the 

sets, and second, the play was being produced by the T.W.U. 

Puppeteers durj_ng the cou1.,se of this study. 

For Act I of A Husband For A Rat, two types of' scenery 

were designed and constructed (see APPENDIX C, FIGURES 1 & 2). 

A drop was painted with analine dyes to resemble the baseboard 

of an old wall. On the base board we1-ie painted a "Hori1e S-we et 

Home" sampler (rat-sized) and two pictures of Grnnmcy Norway 

Rat's royal ancestors. 

The scenery design for Act II combined three scenic 

methods: (a) a woodland scene projected onto the rear projection 
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SC:I'een of the puppet stage, (b) a painted cut drop of a hill-

s id() and a large tree, and ( c) a low ground row ( a slot scenery

p:l.ece). All action by the Sun, Cloud, and Wind puppets take 

place behind the backstage opening. The cut drop and the 

ground row, therefore, serve as masking for the backstage 

section, the edges of the rear screen, and the rods of the 

puppets themselves (see APPENDIX C, FIGURES 3 & 4).

Two of the scenic methods were again utilized for the 

scenery design of' Act III. A wooded pasture with a cloud or 

two in the sky is produced by the painted slide used for the 

Act III rear projection. Slot scenery pieces represent the 

second method utilized for this scene. These pieces consist 

of two small, masking ground rows and a combination slot 

scenery piece-puppet, the collapsing Talking Wall (see APPEN

DIX C, FIGURES 5 & 6). 

The combination of projected scenery, two- or three

dimensional slot scenery, and drop scenery work success.fully 

on the T. W. U. puppet stage and for the production of A Husba.nd 

For A Rat. 

Summary 

The .following are conclusions which have been reached 

by this writer as a result of this study. 

(1) Projected scenery can be an effective scene design

technique fo1-i u.se with the puppet stage. 
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(2) Rear rather than front projection is the more

· applicable method for use with a p1.1ppet stage similar to the

one operated by the Texas Woman's University Puppet Tours

group <J 

(3) Rear screen projection for the puppet stage does

create the illusion of additional depth in a three :root deep 

playing area. 

(4) The instruments tested, in this study, which are

the most practical for use with projected scenery for the 

puppet stage are the overhead projector, the scoop lighting 

inst1"\ument, and the direct. beam projector. 

{5) The positioning of the rear projection screen behind 

the backstage opening may add two feet of additional playing 

space to the depth of the puppet stage and is helpful in 

keeping li&ht spill from the stage lishts from washing out 

the projected image. 

(6) All three types of projections -- shadow, photo-

graphic, e.nd painted are applicable and effective for use 

with the puppet stage. 

(7) A 35 mm. slide projector equipped with a high

intenslty lamp and a wide-a.ngle lens system might prove very 

effective for rear projections on the puppet stage. 

(8) There is a definite need for furthe1") experimentation

with ve.r·ious instruments for projectins scenery for the puppet 

stage. 
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Of the projected scenery techniques and instruments 

evrtluated :for this study, several have proved applicable and 

effc;1cti ve :for use with the puppet stage. Va1-:iious other 

techniques and instru.rnents of projecting scenery, however, 

need to be tested. The present study suggests, and u1.,ges, 

further research into the tech!iiques and instru.ments of projec

ting scenery :for use with the puppet stage. 
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FIGURE 1 

THE PUPPET STAGE 

(b) 
� 
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Key: 
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tion screen
(j} pulleys for 

drop scenery 
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FIGURE 2 

THE FRONT AND BACK SECTIONS OF 

THE PUPPET STAGE 
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FIGURE 3 

SLOT BOARD STAGES FOR THE PUPPE�� STAGE 
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FIGURE 4 

CEILING AUD SIDE SECTIONS OF 

THE PUPPET STAGE 

Side piece 
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FIGURE 5 

WING SECTIONS OF THE PUPPET STAGE 
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FIGURE 6 

BACK STAGE SECr.rrmr WITH REAR 

PROJECTION SCREEN MOUNTED 
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·FIGURE 7

THE FRONT AND SIDE LIGHT BATTENS 

FOR THE PUPPET STAGE 

'Front Light Batten 

Side Light Battens with color media. 

holders of alurninum foil 
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FIGURE 8 

BACK LIGHTING FOR THE PUPPET STAGE 
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FIGURE 9 

THE PORTABLE DIMMER BOARD 
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FIGURE 10 

COMPARISON PLANS OF FRONT .AND RE.1tR 

PROJECTION METHODS FOR A LARGE STAGE 
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FIGURE 11 

COMPARISON PLA..1-iS OF FRONT .AND RE.AR 

PROJECTION METHODS FOR THE PUPPET STAGE 
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FIGURE 12 

THE OVERHEAD PROJECTOR 

Mirror-lens 
system 

Projection table 
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FIGURE 13 

THE SCOOP AND SHADOW PROJECTION 
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FIGURE 14 

THE s POTLIGHTS 

The Fresnel 
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FIGURE 15 

THE DIRECT BEAM PROJECTOR FOR 

THE PUPPET STAGE 
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FIGURE 16 

THE DIRECT BEAl� PROJECTOR 
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TABLE 1 

REAR PROJECTION INSTRID1IENTS 

FOR THE HAND-PUPPET THEATRE 

Instrument 

{ 1 ) 
35 mm •. Slide 
Projector -

500 watts 

Lens 

5-inch

Slide 

Standard 
35 mm. 

(2) 
Carrousel Slide 4-inch 
Projector -

Standard 
35 mm. 

500 watts 

(3) 
Opaque/ slide 
Projector -

500 watts 
(30 yrs. old) 

1 0-inch 3½ "x 4;�1'' 
painted 

or 
photo. 

{4) 
Overhead Projoc- Mirror- 4½"x 10" 
tor - 1000 w. lens painted 

{5) 
Scoop - 500 w. None 36"x 76" 

shadm·T 

( 6) 
Spotlight - 6" Possibly 
Fresnel - 500w. Fresnel same as 

(7) 
Spotlight -
Ellipsoidal -

750 watts 

(8) 
Direct beam 
Projector -
(specially 

built) 
400 1-1atts 

scoop 

6H plane- Possibly 
convex 

Nono 

sa.mo as 
scoop 

1 l1}2 "x2 8 n 
painted 

or 
photo. 
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Required Image 
Throw Characteristics 

26' Poor - due to 

25'

1 0' 

5, 9" 

loss o:f inten
sity 

Poor - due to 
loss o:f inten

sity 

Completely 
inade qua. t e 

Excellent in 
size, clarity, 
and intensity 

Good for back
lighting the eye 
ru.-id for some 
shadow projections 

Same as scoop 

Samo as scoop 

Vory good - has 
possibilities of 
being excellent 

14' 

6 ' 

8 • 

13½' 
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CHARACTERS 

A HUSBAND FOR A RAT 

by Josh P. Roach 

(A-miniature puppet play) 

Rosco Rat -- a. somewhat unpolished, middle-aged :rather 
married to 

Gnawncy Norway Rat -- a fine woman with pretentions of 
grandeur 

Rosalie (Rosie) Rat -- their teenage daughter 
Mlle. Sot.tri 1•1ouse -- their French maid 
Rooster -- herald of 
Sun -- the day's brightest star 
Cloud -- who may or may not have a silver lining 
Wind -- a blustery individual 
Wall -- a power to be reckoned with, but who may be 

undermined 
Roger Rodentia -- Rosie's romancer 

ACT I 

The Scene: The living quarters of Rosco and Gnawncy Norway 
Rat. It is the corner of the parlor or sn old, 
abandoned house of the late Victorian period with 
a stretch of ornate baseboard ruiming across the 
back and faded floral wallpaper above. Near the 
center is a sizable l"at hole that has been gnawed 
throug.½. to the inner wall. The rat-sized furnish
ings include a leathe1· chair for Rosco, fashioned 
from the h0el section of an old shoe and a more 
.formal chair for Gnawncy made fror:1 part of a match 
box e.ttached to a large ·Hooden spool which enables 
her to rock back and forth. There is a television 
set with rabbit ears (?) in one corner. As the 
curt�

::
in ,_9J)�, Rosco is. readine; the torn page--of

a newspaper. The television is blaring forth the 
opening rnusi.c. Gnawncy is sHeeping along the inner
edge of the stage and is trying to shout above the
rnusic.

54.



GNAW: 

ROSCO: 

GNAW: 

ROSCO: 

GNAW: 

ROSCO: 

GNAW: 

ROSCO: 

GNAW: 

ROSCO: 

GWAW: 

ROSCO:· 

ROSCO: 

GNAW: 

ROSCO: 
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(shoutin&) Rosco! Rosco, please! 
(She gives uu and goes over and shuts off the 
television set -- which ends the openj_ng music. ) 

(looking up_) Wha.t did yotl say, dear? 

r:said that you'd better go out. I've got to 
clean this room. ( continuing swee:e_ing,) 

(sneezes) You just cleaned this room yesterday! 
Furthermore, you know that it makes me sneeze. 

( sweeping along��ge of stag_tl That's why I 
went you to go out. These old houses are so dirty. 
( She sweeps a puff' of dust toward the audience. 
Someone sneezes in audience) I'm sorry! I hope 
the dust won't make you sneeze. 

(muttering) You never say that to me. 

But they're people I They're not used to dirt and 
dust the ·way we are. 

( dispara.nginr;ly) People I 

(Xing to him and touching his shoulder) Now, Rosco, 
peopregive us much of our food and nice places 
to live. 

(rising) True, tr�e. (Xs dovm to audience) Thank 
you, ptfople. Tha..i.-rtlc you f'or not covering your 
delicious garbage, for not keeping your houses 
and garages repaired, for not cleaning up your 
seaports, for ---

Rosco, most of them are children. (A dlstant gnawins_ 
sound is heard) 

Oh, they'll learn, they'll learn. 

(Both stop to listen to the gnm-ri�g sounq_) 

B0aut:!.f1.1l, just listen to that gna11ing ! 

(as Rosco goes back to chair with his paper) It's 
a pity. Yt 1 s just a pity. 

vlhat is? 
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(Putting UE broom) I was just thinking. With 
all or our modern inventions, it's a pity our 
children still have to practlce gnawing -- just 
like our great, great ancestors. (picks up a 
piece of leather to be�gnawing a doill) 

Let's keep some traditions. Look at your lovely 
teeth. 

Humph! (but she's pleased) 

(A low laugh from offstage) 

.An.yway (starts readin£._EaEer), our daughter, Rosie, 
is a rat, isn't sliel 

Rosco, you know how I hate that word. 

What word? 

(11ises) "Rat." MI_ .family has all-rays preferred 
our i'amily name of Rodent. 

Rodent -- nonsense. We're all rats, always have 
been rats, and ah.rays will be rats. 

At least, have the courtesy to refer to us by our 
i'ull name. Remember, I was a NorHay Rat. 

(offstage -- Rosie I) 

Listen! (The gnawing_�ound has stopped, and we 
now hear a hi(�h-pi tched ��gle offstage) 

That was Roaalie! 

Sounded like her. And it also sounded like Roger. 
{he calls) Roger! 

But this is her hour for gnawing, not .for having 
i'un. (starts toward hole) 

{ stopping her1) Now, Gnalmcy, even 'HOrk is fun for 
OUl

., Rosro. 

But, Rosco, she lsn't gnawing! 

Rogerj Is that you, boy? 
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(comes in from hole in wall) Did you call me, Mr. 
Rat? 

Yes, How are you, my boy? My dear, you know Roger. 
He lives in one of the back rooms. 

Of course, I've seen Roger around here before. 

I just stopped by to see if Rosie could go dovm 
to the cheese shop with me. 

Rosalie is very busy practicing her gnawing • 

But it won't take long . . . 

Rosalie will be busy all morning. 

Oh, Gna1-mcy I 

No! 

Oh, well • • • • All rig.ht.

I'm sorry, Roger. What are you doing theso days, 
Roger? 

Oh, I'm digging a hole. 

Digging a hole. That's fine. All rats should dig . 
d ?holes. Don't you agree, ear.

Diggj_ng holes is so • • • so • • • dirty. Where is
this hole? 

Out in a field, not far from here. 

What is the hole for? Or maybe yot.1 'd rather not 
say. 

Right now it's just a hole. But one of these days 
there's going to be a big crash around he:re. 

Good! Good! 

I doubt that you could make much of a crash. But 
now it's time for Rosalie to come in from her 
lesson. 

Could I see her for just a minute? 
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I think you'd better go out and dig your hole. 

Yes, Ma' am. (to Rosco) Tell Rosie I crone by to 
say.hello. 

We will. 

Good bye • • •  for now. (exits through hole in wall) 

Good bye! (to Gnawncy) Now, do you mind if I get 
back to my paper? 

I'm sorry, dear. (there is a pause while she 
listens to silence) Are you reading? 

Nan, you know rats can't read. But becau.se you 
insist that I better myself, I spend part of 
each day with the paper in front of my :face. 
Perhaps, something will sink in. 

(offstag� --gi$_glin_g__pappily) Oh, Roger. 
shouldn't be watching mel 

Roger? He must have stopped by to see • 
Rosalie I! 

(off) Yes, Mar11a. 

Come in here -- at once. 

You 

. . . 

(B.ets up and goes to rat hole) Good bye, Roger! 

(enters) Did you want me, Mama? ( She is a beau.tift1l 
rit;""-now d11essed in a practice leotard with a 
brigi:1.t pinlc ribbon in -he1� hair) 

Did Roger stop out there, Rosie? 

Yes, Papa. He ducked out \•rhen he heard Hama's 
voice. (�g��gles as she r0�embors) 

(understandi����) Ohl 

And well he should. What was he doing there? 

He ·was passing by and heard mo gne:winrl,· so he 
• ., • 

0 

peeked througn a c1�ac1r in the wall. 

And saw you drossod like this! 

Yes, and I guess he liked what he saw. He clnppod 
his pa.1-TS f 
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Lad's got good taste. 
you scared him away. 

A fine youngste1�, too bad 
(has reseated himself) 

Too bad? Master Roger can just stay in his mm. 
part; ot: the house. Now, Rosie, get back to your 
practice. 

But I'm finished. I was just going to call Made
moiselle Souri when I saw Roger. (lau@s again) 

Where was she when that rat showed up? 

She had gone to fix my bath. I was just finishing 
my last stick. 

I was listening, my dear. You gnaw beautifully, 
just like your mother. Good, strong, steady. 

(br?:_g_gin�) Mademoiselle :ays that I have superb 
technique. And Roger thinks so too. He peeks at 
me almost every day. 

(knowingl'l_) Does he? 

(.forcefully) Rosalie, go take your bath -- and 
tell Mademoiselle we would like to see her. 

(exiting) Yes, :Mama. 

(calling after her) Don't forget to brllsh your 
teeth. 

(of:r) Yes, Mama. 

(wlth a "I thought so" tone) Well! 

(looli:ing at his paper) Yes, I agree with you, dear. 

( teJ{:ing t1).e p_ap0r out of his hs.nd) w:-iat do you mean, 
you agree? I haven't said anything yet.

I know • • • but I have a strong reeling that you
wlll. 

And what will I say? 

Well., to begin with, that we have a very bo8.utiful 
daughter. 

And a very talented daughter. 
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Ri&h.t;. A. very beautiful, talented, grm·m-up_ 
dau&riter. 

(begins to cry suddenly) 

Now 1-mat?. 

(sobbin�) Grovm-up daughter. 

Si.Jre. Grown-up and old enough f'or a husband. 

( sobs louder) 

Now, what have I said? 

A husband? There isn't a rodent good enough for 
her. 

How about Roger? He comes from a good family. 

But he's -- he's only a rat. 

Of' course, he's a rat! So am I. -- I'rn only a 
r.at!

( sinks to edp,e of sta�) I know J 

(rises) And so are you. Remember, you're only
a. re.t,. too.

Rodent,.not rat. I'm sure there must have been 
more.noble creatures among my ancestors. 

Nonsense. Rats marry rats, end their children are 
rats. 

(�pearins_ 1.n door1rn.�eaks with accent) Excuse 
rnoi. You send :for me, monsieur? 

Well 

No, mademoiselle. It was I. 

OU .? J.. .

We have just been talklng about our daughter. 

Qui? 

She is mald.ng satis.factory p1�os1., oss? 

GNAW: 
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Progress? Oh, ouil Bon, bonl 

With her gnawing? 

With her gnawing? -- Oh, 01..,i, with that too. 

What do you mean? 

Well. (nause) She has become the most beautiful, 
attractive --

(quickly) Attractive? To whom? 

To that -- that handsome -

You mea.ri Roger? 

Oh, oui, Roger. (appreciatively) Urn-m-m. He
is --==--a -- Rat! 

(laughs) You are absolutely right, Mademoiselle.
He'Tsa Rat! 

Whe.t do you mean by that?

I remember when I was that age, my dear. That's 
what they used to say about me. 

Indeed! 

Sorry, dear. 

Enough of this. Nadernoiselle, it is, we feel -
(ber;ins sob bin�) - -it's time the.t, that cu1, 
beautiful [soos· harder) daughter, our sweet Rosalie, 
had a husband. 

But of course. 

Now, Gna�mcy, control yourself. 

Yes, yes I must. ( sniffs a. few times) 

We were thinking, !-.aderr..oiselle, 0£ Roger. 

Wo were not! She is too good for1 him. 

Perhaps you a.re right. But oo-la.-la l 

Hmph, exe.ctly. We have higher goals for our dau.@ltei,. 
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(expansively) As high as the sun! 

Exactly. (the idea hits her) Now that's not a 
bad idea. 

Oh, mouldy mice! 

(enters, dressed in a smart outfit) Daddy, what 
a thing to say! 

Never mind him. Now listen, Rosalie, we have 
decided that it's time to select a husband for you. 

A husband? Now? Jun I really old enough? 

You're old enough. The way that Roger looks at 
you, oo-la-la I 

(iJ£Eles) I've noticed him too. 

Nonsense. I know someone better. 

ROSIE & ROSCO: Someone better? 

GNAU: 

ROSIE: 

GHAW: 

ROSCO: 

GNAW: 

ROSIE: 

GNAW:· 
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ROSCO: 

ROSIE: 

ROSCO: 

GNAW: 

Yes, the most powerful manarch in the universe. 
He will be prou.d to marry such a great beauty. 

(pointins to the audience) One or them? 

Don't be ridiculous. Those are people. People 
don't marry rodents. 

(mutters) I wonder who's being ridiculous. 

Now, let's be on our way. 

But I roust say good-bye to Roger. 

That will not be necessary. Off we go. 

But, Mama • • • 

I have loa1')ned not to argue with yo1,r moth01") once 
her mind is made up. 

Ob., po.pa. I'm so unha.ppy. 

Buck up, my dear.· St1')aighton your whiskers. There's 
a. sunny side to everything.

{ off_) Come along, oYeryboc1y. We' re on our· ·we.y. 

{CURTAIN ACT I) 
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(I� the end of the previous scene is done in front of the 
curtain, perhaps opening slightly for exits, then most of the 
scene changing can be done before the final line. Then only 
a small music bridge is needed.) 

MUSIC BRIDGE 

ACT II 

The Scene: On a windy hill. A brignt light, the sun, is just 
shining out from behj_nd a rock cliff on stage left. 
The rat family enters from stage right. Gna.,mcy 
is in the lead, and she is followed by Rosie and 
then Rosco. A voice from off left -- sounding 
like a rooster -- announces the sun. 

ROOST: 

GNAW: 

ROOST: 

GNAW: 

ROSIE: 

ROOST: 

GNAW:. 

ROOST: 

GNAW: 

ROSCO: 

ROOST: 

ROSIE: 

ROOST: 

GNAW: 

(crowing first) Hear ye, hear ye. His Royal 
Majesty, The sun l 

Oh, Mister Rooster, Hr. Rooster. 

( entering.) Yes?

Sir, can you direct us to tho palace of the Sun? 

(to her father) The sun? 

I beg your pardon. Who are yott? 

We a.re a. noble family of rodents from the southern 
provinces. We wish to pay our respects to his 
honor, the Sun. 

His ma.;ost�, the Sun. 

Yes, yes. His majesty, the Sun. 

Ny doa1�, it is getting a bit warm. 

(lool:ing nt the others) Oh, doar me, a whole 
fa.rnily-61' rats. 

It's so bright. 

( to au di once) And pooplo, t.�� I 

He�e, Rosalie, put on your sunglasses. 
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(to Rooster) Now, my good man -- or bird -- or 
whatever you are -- where shall we find his 
majesty? 

Madame ., you won't need to find him. In just a 
:few minutes, he -- in all his glory -- will find 
you. (turns to audience) Hear ye! Hear ye! 
Everyone dm•m on his f'ace before his Imperial 
Majesty, the Sun! I hereby declare the beginning 
of a new day! 

{his voice is unhuman, but kinBll.) Mr. Rooster, 
it is my rising that begins the new day,not your 
crowing. 

Yes, your majesty. 

Now return to your shady roost before you get a 
bad burn. 

Yes, your majesty. 
rny weather report. 

First, however, let me make 
I am predicting a hot day. 

I will be ma.king it a hot day! now be on your way. 

{calls) Your majesty! 

Oh, cockadoodledo, I forgot. 

Who is that? 

A family of rats who have -

A frunily of noble rodents. 

Oh, tish, tashl Well, e.. noble fe.mily of noble 
rodents who have come from the southern provinces 
to pay their respects. 

Rodents, h01•1 'lmusual. 

Well, they look like rats. 

That will do. Are they protected against my rays? 

Oh, Rosco. Yotl forgot yotlr sunglasses I Shade 
your eyes! 

Even wlth sunglasses, do not look directly u.pon 
me, in my glory. I am about to appear. 
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Just a minute, your majesty. There are children 
here. (looking) I don't think they have sun
glasses. 

Oh dear! Children, you say? 

Yes, we don't want their eyes hurt. 

All children and grovmups, too. Shade your eyes 
as Mr. Rat is doing. 

See, just like me. 

On second thought, let everyone look. I'm wearing 
� stmgle.sses. 

Oh, your majesty! 

(The sun rises, castlng the main light on Rosie 
who has been put in a prominent place by her mother.) 

Your maj6sty, may I present my daughter, Miss 
Rosalie Rodent. 

(bows gracefu.llz) Your· majesty. 

I am honored to meet her. She is a beautiful -
rodent. 

She is even more beautiful than her distinguished 
grandmother, Rosalinda Rodentia Rattus. 

Indeed. She should make some rat prince very happy. 

I hope so, your majesty. 

We Eouldn't think of her marrying anything so common. 
{ Roaie starts to protest) ( to Rosie soft1y) Hush, 
Rosalie. (louder) ) Because she is so beauTii'ul -
and so taler1t0d too -- ue feel that she should 
marry the most pouerful c1.,eature. Hy husband thinks 
that it would be you. 

(to Rosco) Indeed, sir. (Rosco shr'l1gs} But :I'm 
not sui.,e-that the young lady -would be-happy. 

Oh, w0 brought lots of suntan lotion for her. You. 
did bri.ng the lotion, didn't you, Roa.slie? 

-------------------------
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Yes, Mama. Two gallons of mud and st1d lotion, 
but I shall need half of that after this first 
meeting. You are most bright today, your majesty. 

Keep cool, my dear. You will get used to it. 

I never feel this uncomfortable with Roger. 

Roger? 

He's only a rat, your majesty, a childhood 
acquaintance. 

He is a prince, my dear. His family crone t·o ottr 
province before recorded history. (to audience) 
Of course, we never had any recorded history. 

And besides, I love him. 

Rosalie! 

Oh, he's not as powerf'ul as your majesty. Your 
rays are overwheL�ing. 

Yes, I know I have a reputation for great pm-rer, 
but --

Sometimes one can be overuowering. 

That is right. Yet I am not really the most 
powerful creature in the universe. 

You're not? 

Oh, no. Do you see that cloud rolling up from 
behind that hill? 

( Thunder in bs.ckground) 

Su.re. It looks like a thundercloud. 

Oh, dear. I hope we don't get 1 .. ained on. 

You 1 11 be all right. If you will wait, hm-10ver, 
for a few moments, you will discover that that 
cloud is more than a match fo1 ... me. 

A mere cloud? 

(Thunder again) 
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It can defeat my power. 

{The cloud has been rolling__}!J> and now gives out 
a few experimental rumbles�) 

Mr. Cloud, must you show up today? C:an' t you see 
I'm entertaining guests? 

Sorry, old bean, but you have been shining a bit 
too brie.):ltly of late. The trees and flm-,ers have 
been complaining. The shrubs sent a delegation 
this morning. 

How dare you talk to his majesty like that? 

And who is that, Sam? 

Oh, it's a noble family o� rats from the southern 
provinces. 

Well, that's where the complaints have been coming 
trom. ( to the :family) Aren't you chaps a trifle 
overheated? 

-

I am getting rattled. 

I think I shall leave. 

That's the trouble, Sam, you don't know when to 
cool it. 

I shall, Charlie, I certainly shall. But yot1 know, 
as well as I, that only you can mal.::e me, as you 
say, cool it. 

But Hr. Cloud, we're not through talking with the 
sun. 

(voice fading as the cloud covers his race) I'm 
sorr·y, follrn, I' 11 be 01;.t of touch for a vrhile. 

(Lif��s dim -- thu.nde:t, rolls cor.i:for·tabl:,:) 

Oh, what a cooling relief. 

Ahl You are most kind, Mr. Cloud. 

By George--or by Cha1,1ie--you are more po�rnrful 
than the sun. 
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(putting on her best nr want to marry i:nY daughter" 
voice) Mr. Cloud, I am Mrs. Rosco Norway Rodent. 
My friends ca.11 me, Gnawncy. • • 

Call me Charles. 

Mr.--uh--Charles, this is my daughter Rosalie--my 
.unmarried daughter, Rosalie. 

Very charming. (thunder) 

I'm afraid the interview with the Sun has left her 
a little bedraggled. Sb.e is usually so cool and 
calm. 

Excuse me, Sir, but did I hear you call the Sun, 
his Majesty the Sun, Sam? 

sure, that's his na1ne. We' re old friends. 

But to call the mighty Sun by his first name! 

Righto I You know how he got his reputation for 
being so strong? 

How? 

Because of his name. Sam Sun! Sam Sun! Samson! 
Get it? (he roars with laus:htor, the thunder roars). 

Oh, how maenificent. What grandeurl What a 
poweri'tll laugh r 

It's going to rain. 

Nonsense. If it were going to rain, I'm su.re Mr. 
Cloud would warn us to take cover. 

No, no rain today. I just have to keep Smn Sun 
(chuckles) in the shadow for a while. En, Sam? 
(�infh�res briefly) 

Mr. Charles, we have decided to offe1., ou1., dau.ghte1� 
in marriage to the strongest creature in the 
universe. Certainly, this must be you, you 'Hho 
with your strength challenges the sun itself --

(enthusiastic now) --and won! We should be honored-

I -- I marry your daughter. (_�hundor) Oooh ---- r
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It would be al1·rays cloudy. 

The young lady is right -- always shady, eome
times rainy_. 

But with your great power�, you could let the sun 
out sometimes 

When I do that, I lose my power. Oh dear! (a weak 
thunder roll) 

What's wrong? 

Dear chap, I must adinit to you that I am not as 
strong as you thin1r. ( sound of wind from off) 
In fact, the stronger creature is coming now. 

What is that noise? 

It's Wilfred Wind. I've got to dash, and I don't 
even know where to. 

(There is a loud �st of ·wind, and the cloud begins 
moving across the sk�) 

Goodbye, my friends. Cheerio and all that. 
(Thtu1der -- voice fades off) 

(peens over mountain ;' blowinB after wind) Keep 
moving, Charlie Cloud. You've cooled things 
dmm enough. (he blows again) 

(shouts as all the rats brace themselves against 
the wind) Nr. \'lind l Wait for a moment! \'lai t I 

( turns to look at the rats) Oh, I beg your pardon. 
Didn't see you folks. 

(.fi->om a distance) \·ihere are yot-1 blowing me this 
tirr1e '? 

I 1 m blowing you south. (blous ar:,ain) I' 11 be
follm·ring you,.. 

Please, Mr. Wind --

Oh, I blow hot, I blow cold, even warm. It depends 
on how I feel. 
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• • 

You'll have to go south if you want to talk to me. 
I'm a busy wind. (he moves after the cloud) 

My, what an impolite creature. 

But, you' 11 have to admit it. He I s power.ful. 

More powerful than the cloud who is more powe1.,ful 
than the sun. (thoughtful) S0000.

Mama, what are you thinking? 

No, my dear. I COl'lldn't stand having that blow
hard around the house. 

He's so noisy. 

And such a fly-by-night. 

But such a catch for Roaalie. 

If anyone could ever catch him. 

He said he was going south. T'nat 's right on our 
way home. Come on, it's getting hot again. 

We're going home? 

We're going home? (the-r start off) 

CURTAIN 

(I--Iusic in background for the scene change. ) 

ACT III 

The Scone: The scene j_s back noar the home of the rats. An 
ancient stone wall marks the site of e.. b1..1ilding. 
As the curtain opens, the wind is seen blmling 
at the wall. \·lb.en nothing happens, he moves 
around to a different angle and blm·JS mightily. 

WALL: (with resiE5��_t.ion) Oh, no, not you again. 

WIND: (�j.._1:_c) I never lose. You. ce.n't hold out .forever. 
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Save your breath. I held out against your father, 
your grandfather, end your great grandfather before 
you. You're just a Willy-Nilly. 

Don't be obstinate. (he blows again) 

(la.ur-ps craftily) You 're impossiblel 

Oh, grasshoppers! 

Blow a little to your right. {_p_a_u_s_e ___ b_l_o_w·_i_n....ig 
sound) Ahhl That feels good. 

Double grasshoppers! 

(from offsts.ge) Mr. Wind. Oh, Mr. Wind! Yoo, b.oo ! 

What is that? 

I haven't the slightest idea. 

It's always so peaceful and quiet here till you 
show up. 

There he is. Oh, Mr. Wind, wait up for us. 

Well, if it isn't my friends from cloudville. 
(laughs) 

Oh, we live just a short distance f1->om here. This 
is our home. 

Who is it, Willy? 

A meddlesome family of rats I met up north. And 
don't call me Willy! 

Sorry, Willy. Did you say • • •  rats? 

Yes, I said rats. 

Oh dear mef Get rid of them, Hilly. 

(All o.r the rats have cc.me onstage and up to the 
wall) 

Mama, I'm so tired. 

I know, rny da1-aling, but: we've got up with the 
wind at last. 
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( sig,hs wear:t.ly) 

What did you do with the cloud, Hr. Wind? 

Oh, he's scattered hither and yon. 

Wonderful. Ym.1 're such a powerful creature. 

What did she say, Willy? 

She said I run so pm-;erful. 

Powerful? Yes, for chasing clotids around the sky. 
(chuckles) 

That's what she said! 

Mama, I have to sit down and rest. 

Very well, dear. But be ready to brace yourself 
if Mr. Wind decides to blow again. 

Oh, don't worry. My job is done for now. 

Mr. Wind 1 we have a proposal to make. 

My dear, wouldn't it be more appropriate if he 
makes the proposal? 

Quiet, Mr. Rodent! I'll handle this. 

Nr. Rodent! Oh, I jt1st hate rats. 

Mr. Wind, I dicLri't have the opportunity to ma.�e 
our introductions 'Hhen we fir·st met. T'nis is my 
husband, Mr. Rosco Rodent. And this is our 
beautiful daughter, Rosalie. 

Hi, kid. 

We have been told that Rosalie is probably the most 
beautiful young lady in the universe. 

Yeah, she's gorgeous. 

Fo1, a rat • 

I beg yotu, pardon? 

I said, she's only a rat. 
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That's what I thought you said. I'll have you 
know that she is descended from a long line of: 
rodents--a distinguished line, I might add. 

And we have decided--

I have decided that she should marry the most 
powerful creature in the universe. 

And whom did yotl have in mind? 

We started at the very top. We first offered 
her to the Sun. You must admit that he's 
usually considered the King of all creatures. 

Yeah, he's got power. 

But he was completely covered by a cloud. 

And I was glad. All that heatl 

o.K., but I took care of the cloud. He's scattered 
everywhere.

But you're so noisy, so angry. 

sure, I've got a reputation to maintain. 

such a thr,illing one. That's why we've decided 
to offer Roaalie to you. 

To who? --uh, to Whom? 

To me! You wa11t me to marry your daughter? 

Of course! You'll be so useful. 

Yes. For instance, if we don't like someone, 
we' 11 just ask you to bloH him e:way. 

·11adam, are y01.1 serious?

Of course sho 's serious. She realizes I 1 m the 
most powe:rful fellm·r around. 

Willy. 

Do you see that cloud hanging a.round? 

Willy! 
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Why I can work steadily for a month at a time. 

Willy, why not show them how str·ong you really 
are. I 1 m old and tired of standing up here. Show 
your future mother-in-law how you can knock me 
over. 

Oh, I wouldn't want to do that. 

Go ahead. Show the old rat what a bag of wind 
you are. 

Old rat! Go ahead, Mr. Wind, you show him. 

Thank you, ma.'run. Go ahead, Willy. 

I'll do it. \mere would you like to have him 
bloi-m, Nrs. Rodent? 

Stop stalling. Get to it, Willy. 

(Tries again and again with no results) 

Come on, Willy. Harder. Harder. Harder! Hey, 
your faca is getting all red, Willy. 

Do you mean to tell me, Mr. Wind, that you can't 
blow that rotten old wall doim? 

He's beon trying for years, just like his father 
and grandfather end great grandfather. 

Oh, boy. 

None of thom have dislodged a single stone. 

Then how do you happen to be in such poor shap0? 
Once you must have been bcErntift1l. ( this last with 
symp2.tby) 

I was 5.ndeod. 

But now you're only a ruin-

Sir? 

Oh, a distinguished ruin, I r 11 admit. 

Ma.dame, I. would have been proud to marry your cute 
·little daughtor. But since I cun 't conquor this
stone wall, well--
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Yep, I guess you'd better breeze off. 

(angE;[) Indeed! Oh, well, there are some leaves 
in the forest. 

Go ahead, Willy. (Wind exits) So long, Willy. 

Well, where does that leave us? 

What do you mean? 

We thought the wind was the most powerful creature, 
and now we find tha.t he can't even blm·r down this 
old wall. 

Then that means that this ancient and honest wall 
is the roost powerful -- the strongest 

Mannna f No I I could never marry a wall. 

Nonsense. You'll do as you are told. 

But, my dear 

Just look at these strong, silent stones. 

Madrun, a.re you suggesting that I marry --oh,nol 

That's exactly what I'm suggesting. You did beat 
the wind. 

What a stupid suggestion. 

I agree with the wall. 

You think I a"ll all powerful, perhaps immortal. 

You would seem to be. 

But I'm only a ruin. Three hundred years ago I 
was a mansion. 

That's rigb.t. What's happened to you? 

It had nothing to do with Willy Wind, of the.t you 
can be sure. A bit of rain, yes; a trace of frost; 
but it was mostly little things, a lot of little 
things. 

Little things?· 
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A few termites, some birds, and now and then -
I can't tell you. 

Go ahead. 

Over a hundred years ago a fire destroyed most 
of my wood. The fire weakened roy stones, then 
time. 

Bi�t you're good for another hundred years. We 
saw what the wind tried to do. 

Oh, I talk big, too. I suspect that he didn't 
blow as hard as he could. He's very thoughtful, 
you know. 

You mean he could have blm•m yot1 dm,m? How could 
you be so weak? 

It seems, young lady, that for over a year now a 
young rat has been digging holes under my rounda
tion. Dig! Dig! Dig! That's all he does. For 
a while he stopped, but this morning he started 
again -- and -- oh! Oh! This is it. Farewell, 
world! (wall collapses) 

Ohl Ohl Look out! 

We have seen history made today. 

He was over a hundred years old! 

( dancing) And now I don't have to marry him. 

But nothing could destroy him. 

Except, except --

(sticks his head up from the rubble) Ili! 

Roger! 

Roge::r.7
, my boy. Was it you? 

Was who me? 

The one who destroyed the uall? 

I guess so. (loo!d.ns al�ound) I've been working 
on it :for a long -tiI11e now. 

But this means ---
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It means Roger is stronger than the wa+l that was 
stronger than the wind 

That could destroy the cloud 

That could cool off the sun --

That everyone thought was the most powerrul 
creature in the universe. 

Rosco.,· couldn't you see that the finest possible 
husband for Rosalie is our dear neigi.,bor? 

Couldn't I see? Well, what's most important, he's 
our kind�- a rat. 

Do you mean, Mama, that I can marry Roger? 

Ir he will have you. 

He will, he will! 

How do you know? 

I asked her yesterday! 

(They all join hands and sinz.) 

I know it's true and so do you 
The words that people say: 
The grass seems always greener 
In the fields across the way. 
The grass seems always greener 
In the fields across the way. 

But when you go to see it's so 
Around the world to ro.mn: 
You see from there a field so fair, 
The shining field o.f home. 
You see from th,3re a field so fair., 
The sh5.ning field of home. 

So singe. song and dance along 
For all the world to see: 
Goodbye to you, our play is through 
Of the Rat Family. 
Goodbye to you, our play is through 
Of the Rat Fornily. 

ALL: Pleas0 call us Rodents -- Not rats. 

(THE EHD) 
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FIGURE 2 

SCENERY PLOT AND WORKING DRAWINGS FOR ACT I 

A HUSBAND FOR A RAT 

Painted Backdrop: Wall baseboard 

39n x 93" drop with 4n hems at top 
and bottom. 

"Home Sweet Home" sampler -- 12" x 16" 

Ancestors pictures -- Octagonal-shaped 
9 11 from point to point of octe.gon

Slot scenery: 

T.V. set (with rabbit ears of grey & 
pink material over wire frames) --
1 Ott X 1 O n 

X 6 

Rosco's chair -- resembles the hool 
section of a man's shoe. 
Rubber hoel part -- 10" x 8" x 3½" 
Leather heel part 8" x 6" x 5"
Slot board -- 8 11

Side Elevation 

Gnauncy's chair -- a rocking chair 
made to resemble a match box on a 
thread spool.

Seat 4" x 9" 
Back -- 9" x 12" 
Arms -- 3" x 4-" 
Wneels -- 6" in diameter 
Slot board - - 15" 

Front Elevation -- T. V. 

Side Elevation 
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FIGURE 3

SCENERY DESIGNS FOR ACT II 
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FIGURE 4 

SCENERY PLOT AND WORKING DRAWINGS FOR ACT II 

A HUSBAND FOR A RAT 

Painted Cut Drop: Tree and hillsido --

The center of this drop is cut out so 
that action may take ple.ce between the 
drop and the rear projection screen, and 
the drop may mask the edges of the rear 
screen. 

39" x 93", with 4" hems in top and bottom. 
The drop is backed with light blue netting. 

Slot scenery: A low ground row 

29n .x 1 O" at the highest point and painted 
to resemble rolling hills. 
Slot boards -- 8" each 

Projected scenery: 

A photographic or painted slide of fields, 
rolling hills, etc., in the early morning 
sunlight. 

Ground row --· Front Elevation 
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FIGURE 6 

SCENERY PLOT AND WORKING DRAWINGS FOR ACT III 

A HUSBAND FOR A RAT 

Slot scenery: 

Talking Wall slot/puppet -- 2L�" x 24" 
(when the wire pin is pu.lled the "wall" 
collapses to either side, the nose falls 
forward over the mouth) 

· Stone ground row.

.Grass ground row 

Projected scenery: 

18" X 20 n 

3 6 11 X 6 " to 8 n high

A photographic or painted slide of a 
wooded pasture with some clouds in 
the sky. 

Talking Wall Puppot 

6 ! 
1'1ront Elevation l Rear 

l 
Elevation 

Scale: 1 " = 1 1 
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FIGURE 7 

LIGHTING DESIGN FOR A HUSBAND FOR A RAT 
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